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ABSTRACT
The Go George project has its origins in the development of the Sandkraal Road Corridor Mobility Strategy
in the George Municipality, Western Cape. Initiated in 2003, the project recognised the need to expand the
original scope into a mobility strategy that focused on the development of the public transport system as
fundamental to the notion of urban integration and rejuvenation, and encompassed the entire George
municipal area. The project evolved into a transformative process that would turn the taxi industry into a
formalised public transport system.
The result was the Go George system, which comprises of a network of main and community routes that
were negotiated with the taxi industry, and which were subjected to a full public participation process. The
project had the full support of the Province of the Western Cape, partnering George Municipality with this
initiative. With the successful application for public transport related funding from the national Department
of Transport, all three spheres of government became committed to the roll-out of a conventional bus system
to replace the existing informal taxi operations.
The primary characteristics of the Go George system include the definition of a network of main and
community routes operating 18 hours per day, the identification of a mixed fleet of vehicles allowing service
optimisation (using mostly the smaller vehicles during off-peak times, for example) and cost (subsidy)
minimisation, the buy-in/out of the taxi industry in George, the creation of a vehicle operating company, the
shareholders of which comprised only taxi operators, the negotiation of a vehicle operating contract and
compensation agreements, the employment of affected persons from the taxi industry as employees of the
vehicle operating company, extensive training programs and support to enable the successful transition from
informal to formal operations to be made.
While the intention was that all vehicles in the fleet were to be universally accessible, this could only be
achieved with the standard and midi-buses that were specified, with universally accessible mini-buses only
able to be achieved through the importation of prohibitively expensive custom vehicles. Providing
universally accessible transport significantly expands the transport horizons of all persons with special
categories of needs.
George Municipality, Aurecon, the vehicle supplier for the Go George fleet, Mercedes Benz South Africa,
and their vehicle body builders, TFM Solutions, have worked together to develop an accessible mini-bus
solution. The outcome was a modified Mercedes Benz Sprinter 515CDI, which has been accepted by the
Department of Transport as being an ‘accessible mini-bus’ for persons with special needs, the first of its kind
to be developed in South Africa. This is an interim solution as full universal accessibility requires that
persons with disabilities use the same vehicle entrance as other passengers.
The solution has significant implications for the provision of accessible public transport, not only in the
Municipality of George but also in the rest of South Africa. It is particularly relevant to the provision of

public transport services in low demand and rural environments that for the first time will enable dignified
accessibility and mobility options for these communities.
The paper firstly describes the Go George project, then focuses on the issue of universal access design and
discusses the need and process for developing the ‘accessible mini-bus’. The paper provides technical
details associated with the modifications made, including front door access, wheelchair accessible side door
arrangements, remote door control, wheelchair bay and restraint configuration, priority seating provision,
internal variable message board, and general seating arrangements to enhance passenger travelling comfort.

INTRODUCTION & PROJECT HISTORY
The George Integrated Public Transport Network (GIPTN) or as it is known by the public, the Go George
system, originally commenced as the Sandkraal Road Corridor Mobility Strategy in 2003. Its basis lay in the
National Department of Transport 1996 White Paper and the Provincial 1997 White Paper on Transport,
which provided a strong vision to "Provide safe, reliable, effective, efficient, and fully integrated transport
operations and infrastructure which will best meet the needs of freight and passenger customers at
improving levels of service and cost in a fashion which supports government strategies for economic and
social development whilst being environmentally and economically sustainable.”(White Paper, 1996)
With the policy documents that followed the White Papers, amongst others the National Land Transport
Transition Act (2000), the national Department of Transport’s Public Transport Strategy (2007), and the
introduction of the National Land Transport Act (NLTA – Act 5 of 2009) which built on the vision of the
White Paper and encapsulated all other interim policies that developed over the time period, the definition of
an Integrated Public Transport Network (IPTN) was developed, as were the roles and responsibilities for
public transport provision. An IPTN being defined as, “a system in a particular area that integrates public
transport services between modes, with through-ticketing and other appropriate mechanisms to provide
users of the system with the optimal solutions to be able to travel from their origins to destinations in a
seamless manner.”(NLTA, Section 1, 2009).
The NLTA stipulated that the responsibility for implementation and management of the public transport
services rested with the local municipality, but that this is to be supported financially and institutionally by
national and provincial government as appropriate. Provision is also made for entering into 12 year negotiated
contracts with the current local bus and minibus taxis operators in an effort to assist in the conversion or
transformation of the existing industries from informal operators to formalized companies that would develop
to eventually tender for government based contracts.
As required in the NLTA, while the local authority is responsible for the implementation of the public
transport system, it is to be supported by the other spheres of government. This was particularly necessary in
the case of George due to the size of the municipality, a typical non-metro, with a small income base that has a
limited financial and organisational capacity to take on and champion a service of this magnitude.
Institutionally, and to an extent financially, the project is supported by the Western Cape Provincial
Government, Department of Transport & Public Works (PGWC) through an Intergovernmental and Financial
Agreement. In order to successfully implement an IPTN, George Municipality applied to National Department
of Transport for funding of its IPTN through the Public Transport Infrastructure Grant (PTIG) and the Public
Transport Network Operations Grant (PTNO). Funding was granted in 2013, making George the 13th city to
receive funding for the implementation of an IPTN, and the only and first non-metro. The GIPTN is thus
supported by all three spheres of government, in line with the vision as set out in the NLTA.
Supported by the policy frameworks, the George Municipality and PGWC, began engagement with the local
bus and minibus operators in 2007 to enter into a negotiated contract which would provide the public transport
service envisaged as part of the IPTN. The operators were required to form a vehicle operating company
(VOC) which would enter into a contract with the George Municipality for provision of the service.

The established VOC, George Link, consists of operators from all three taxi associations, Uncedo, the
George Taxi Owners Forum and the George Huurmotorvereeniging and one small bus operator (Louis
Passenger Transport). It was built on the empowerment platform through co-ownership. This allowed for a
larger number of individual operators from the various associations to become shareholders within the
company. An operator who chose to participate in the company would relinquish their current operating
license in exchange for compensation. A portion of this compensation would then be utilised to buy their
share in the VOC. Eligibility of the operator to be a shareholder was determined in conjunction with the
Provincial Operating Licensing Board (POLB) or Provincial Regulatory Entity (PRE) as it is now called,
which is the government institution responsible for issuing operating licenses to existing operators. If the
operator possessed a valid operating license that would be affected by the GIPTN system, was in good
standing with their respective association, and registered with the Office of the Provincial Registrar, they
could register their interest in the new system. Once the information provided by the operators was verified,
the individual could then be listed as an eligible operator for shareholding within the company. An extensive
appeal process was conducted to ensure that all eligible operators were considered.
As stated, engagements with the industry commenced in 2007 to bring them to a point of being willing to
negotiate an operating contract. In November 2011, the formal operating contract negotiations process began
with the newly established VOC. The negotiations included reaching agreement on the compensation
agreements for existing operators for relinquishment of their current licenses, the services to be provided by
the operator for the Go George system, the process and list of incorporation of all affected parties in the
minibus industry into the Go George system, the training and capacity building of the shareholders and
employees of the VOC amongst others. Negotiations concluded in November 2014 with the signing of the
Operator Contract for the GIPTN system.

SYSTEM DESIGN
IPTN System Design
One of the fundamental underlying elements of a quality IPTN is the establishment of a minimum policy
level of service specification that is appropriate to the environment, and that will be sustained. These
policies include both spatial and temporal coverage, as well as fare levels and overall cost, and may be
thought of as a social contract between Government and the community.
Examples of such service level specifications are the operating hours of the service, minimum frequency of
service to be provided, target walking distances, target fare levels and so on. In each case, there are a
number of considerations, including, most importantly, the needs of the community and the levels of demand
actually occurring. Issues such as opportunity to achieve universal accessibility are important, and are
impacted on by the topography, or some roads limiting the range of vehicle types that may be suitable for
service provision. In respect of service level policies, it is accepted that there is always a need for some
degree of compromise, providing the best that is possible, but not at any cost. Rather, armed with a set of
policy targets, it is endeavoured to ensure that everyone gains some benefit, and that this is distributed as
fairly as possible across the entire George community.
GIPTN Route Network
In George, the network as indicated in Figure 1 aims to address both the spatial (geographic) and temporal
(hours of service) coverage elements resulting in most of the urban population of George being within 400600m walk distance of a service route. The bus stop locations aim to ensure that more than 85% of the urban
population is within the target walking distances, and that in the rural areas local conditions dictate that
which is achievable. The route network comprises of four types of services, main, community, inter-suburb
and inter-town services.

Figure 1: System map reflecting GIPTN route network (excluding intertown services)
The main services are those that link residential with commercial or industrial areas of the town. These
services generally operate bi-directionally along a corridor. Services will generally be provided with larger
vehicles operating at frequencies of not less than one trip per hour with frequencies of four trips or more per
hour in busier periods. The primary objective of the main services is to provide connection between
residential and non-residential areas, catering for all trip purposes, but recognising the commuter element of
the service as a key part of the function of public transport. The service is structured in such a way so as to
provide different levels of service for different area types according to their needs. For example, the CBD is
served with high frequency services on Monday through Saturday until relatively late in the evening, whilst
the industrial areas have less intensive services on Saturdays and in the evenings.
The community services operate only within the local community and are generally operated in a bidirectional loop format so that users can always choose the shortest direction to their destination. Services
are generally provided with smaller vehicles operating at frequencies of not less than one trip per hour, with
frequencies of four trips or more per hour in busier areas. The main objective of the community services is to
provide access to local social and educational opportunities within the community and to provide linkages to
the main services where these are not within the target walking distance. In a few cases, they provide
services into the George CBD as part of providing that linkage. These services seek to achieve a high level
of coverage of the residential areas of George.
Inter-suburb services link remote suburbs, such as Wilderness, to the George CBD. Services are provided
generally by either a mini-bus or midi-bus with a minimum frequency of one trip per hour. The intention of
this service is to cater for the rural areas surrounding George and allow for commuters to travel to the
industrial area and centre of George for work and other opportunities.
The inter-town services between George and the neighbouring municipalities of Mossel Bay, Oudtshoorn &
Knysna serve the double function of providing the inter-town services for which they are named, but also for
providing a degree of rural service, with either on-route stand-alone stops or interchange points with local
services that do not link directly with the George urban area. It is an important aspect of the GIPTN that the
inter-town routes are reciprocated by services from the neighbouring municipalities. Initially, these will be
the existing mini-bus taxi services operating from those towns, with the expectation that these will be

replaced by contract services, as operating in George, when the respective IPTN’s become operational in
these municipalities.
GIPTN Operational hours
Allowing for route specific variations, the George IPTN service is to operate from no later than 06h00 to no
earlier than 24h00 seven days per week. When necessary, key services will start earlier than 06h00. Such
services will typically be those that link either to hospitals or the airport where shifts start before or at 06h00.
The entire system is to operate on the basis of the service frequency required to satisfy either actual demand
or the policy service frequency for the route. In general, the target is that no route in the system should have
a service frequency of less than one trip every two hours. Most services are, however, expected to have
service frequencies of a minimum of one trip per hour, with the target being one trip every fifteen minutes in
most developed areas.
The policy service frequencies are dependent on the area served, the time of day and the likely demand for
services, and may be adjusted with time as experience necessitates. In general however, service will be
reduced first through the reduction in vehicle capacity, i.e. use of a smaller vehicle, where this is practical,
and only then through a reduction in service frequency. This is done with the intention of ensuring that
customers can make unscheduled trips at any time without undue waiting.
Mixed fleet and system optimisation
In order to achieve the route coverage for the required operational hours indicated at a minimal cost, the
selection of the vehicle fleet, and the use of an appropriate vehicle for the respective demand levels is
important. Figure 2 indicates the relationship between total system cost and fleet composition. The selection
of a mixed fleet to cater for the varying demand levels at different times of the day, the mix of urban and
rural environments and mixed topography plays a significant role in ensuring overall system cost is reduced.
This in turn reduces the subsidy required from government for the operation of the service.
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Figure 2: System cost and fleet selection (Duff-Riddell, 2001)

UNIVERSAL ACCESS
The National Department of Transport requires all public transport networks, regardless of mode, to provide
an inclusive service that accommodates passengers with special categories of need. The approach required is
one of universal design, which South Africa committed itself to by signing the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of People with Disabilities in 2007.

Universal Access is the ability of users to have equal opportunity and access to services, products, systems
and environments, regardless of economic situation, social situation, religious or cultural background, gender
or functional limitation.
There are broadly two aspects to Universal Access in this context:



Direct Access, which is directly related to Universal Design and refers to direct adaptations to products,
environments, services or system designs that significantly improve their accessibility;
Indirect Access, which uses assistive technology such as wheelchairs, screen readers etc., refers to
product, environment, service or system interfaces that enable an add-on assistive technology to provide
the user with full access;

Universal Design Principles
Design principles that recognise the need to accommodate a diverse class of individuals when designing
products, spaces or services are predominant in most countries around the world. Since public transport
involves a combination of motorised and non-motorised travel and covers, essentially, an unlimited
combination of origins and destinations, a truly universally accessible system is one in which the principles
are applied throughout the transport network; essentially from door to door for every trip maker.
The Centre for Universal Design has outlined seven principles of Universal Design, listed in Figure 3:

l

Figure 3: Principles of Universal Design
(The Universal Design Principles published by The Centre for Universal Design and Story and Mueller,
2002)
Universal Access takes a more inclusive approach towards providing physical accessibility to all facilities
present in an environment, with the emphasis on not excluding any one group of society. The ‘bottom up
methodology of Universal Design’ encompasses the entire spectrum of users. The result is the universal
design pyramid, as shown below in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The User Population Pyramid. (Source: Preiser, W. & Ostroff, E. 2001. Universal Design
Handbook. McGraw Hill.).
The pyramid shows the broad spectrum of users of the built environment.
• Row 1 (from bottom up) denotes users who are completely able-bodied and have no trouble running,
jumping and climbing ladders.
• Row2 denotes those users to whom regular architectural fixtures (stairs etc…) pose no problem.
• Row 3 introduces children and women – this is the beginning of difficulties for users. (The
architectural issues at this point may include limited numbers of toilet stalls, small stalls limiting
movement for mothers with children, etc.)
• Row 4 includes people with strollers / pushchairs. (This group can be limited in access by lack of
turning space in confined areas such as toilets, as well as the placement of stairwells, narrow doors,
etc.)
• Row 5 introduces ambulant people with disabilities.
• Row 6 shows independent wheelchair users. (This group is generally catered for in areas where
legislation has been enacted, however the accommodation of this group is usually very specific, i.e.
lifting devices, elevators, etc.)
• Row 7 shows people who drive electric scooters and wheelchair users who need the assistance and
supervision of a companion.
• Row 8 (the top of the pyramid) shows those users who require two or more assistants when they
venture out.
With these principles in mind, the GIPTN system aims to be as universally accessible as possible. However,
the nature of the development environment and funding constraints has meant that achieving universal
accessibility throughout upon GIPTN service commencement is not possible. As a result, there are a number
of the routes that will not fully support universal accessibility.

VEHICLE AVAILABILITY AND SELECTION
The vehicle fleet required is a mixed fleet owing to the mixed urban and rural environment, mixed
topography and varied demand levels, and the achievement of operating cost minimization. The fleet is
owned by the George Municipality and is leased to the VOC as part of the operating contract. The fleet
purchased with grant funding (PTIG) from the national Department of Transport is required to be universally
accessible. The tender, issued by the George Municipality – ‘The Supply, Maintenance and Debt Financing
of Public Transport Vehicles for the George Integrated Public Transport Network’, requested low entry
universally accessible vehicles for all vehicle classes, however high floor alternatives were permitted for

consideration where the desired designed option was not available. The tender called for vehicles in the
following categories, mini, midi and standard commuter buses, coach format (inter-town) midi buses and a
dedicated wheelchair accessible mini-bus. Low entry options were offered in all except the mini-bus
category and no suitable vehicle was offered for the dedicated special needs special vehicle.
The tender was awarded to Mercedes Benz South Africa (MBSA) for the purchase of the fleet. The standard
and midi-bus configurations were tendered with “low-entry” access, accessible aisle access to designated
priority seating areas and wheelchair bay locations. Although “level access” at the entrance of both vehicles
is not achievable with standard kerb heights, both buses are equipped with deployable ramps and thus met
the requirements for universal accessibility as per grant requirements when combined with a slightly raised
kerb.
The tender offer did not provide any low entry mini-bus for consideration and so further investigation was
conducted to source a suitable vehicle that was both affordable and meet the requirements for universal
accessibility. The investigations revealed that low entry and low floor mini-buses are available
internationally, but none have been imported to South Africa on a commercial basis as yet. Quotes received
on these vehicles indicated the price being equivalent to a low entry standard bus and thus offered no
economic benefit. Consideration of establishing a local market for these vehicles was a definite possibility,
however, the key components would need to be imported, and a local assembly plant would need to be
developed; this requiring a very long lead time, well beyond the time available to the GIPTN project.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACCESSIBLE MINIBUS
As mini-buses were an integral part of the GIPTN system and are required to meet the universal accessible
requirements as set out in the PTIG grant conditions, George Municipality, Aurecon with MBSA and their
vehicle body builders, TFM Solutions, sought to develop a solution that met the requirements as well being
affordable and sustainable.
The key considerations included utilising the vehicle tendered, the Mercedes Sprinter but with the necessary
modifications to suit universal accessibility requirements. These included taking into account the
requirements of the various special categories of needs such as the elderly, people with small children,
visually impaired users, wheelchairs users, etc. The modifications included amongst others;
• door and entry widths to allow for wheelchair access,
• installation of a deployable ramp or lift to allow for wheelchair access,
• boarding ramp gradient compliance to best practice
• priority seating
• wheelchair bay – rear facing
• manoeuvring space for wheelchair
• seat belt restraint system
• grab rails
• stop buttons
• required signage
• flip down seats for additional seating
• contrasting floor colours
The SANS guidelines available were used as the minimum criteria, and supplemented with other
international best practice guidelines. These were used in developing the checklist of elements as shown in
Table 1.

Vehicle UA Requirements
Door Entrances
Front Entrance
Effective doorway Width
Effective Head Clearance
Automatic, driver controlled door opener
Door lock when in open position
Manual door closing mechanism
Additional LED light to illuminate front entrance
Contrasted colour strip along top edge
Side Entrance
Effective doorway Width
Effective Head Clearance
Automatic, driver controlled door opener
Manual door closing mechanism
Additional LED light to illuminate ramp / lift external operating
area
Contrasted colour strip along top edge
Back Entrance
Secure, lockable door
Front Entrance Steps
Minimum width of step
Minimum depth of step
Maximum height between steps
Height of first step above ground level (unladen)
Slip resistant tread surface
Internal padding internally above door

SANS
10370:2008

Criteria

4.3.1( e)
4.3.1(d)

≥650mm
≥1450mm

≥1200mm
≥1450mm

400mm
250mm
230mm
≤ 250mm

min
width

Reflective strip on front edge (nosing) of each step
Grab Rails
Both sides of entrance
Accessible from ground / platform level
Grab rail / Driver cab emergency internal access
Colour contrast (yellow)
Diameter of rail
Side Door Manually Deployed Ramp
Installed Dimensions
Folded Height
Width
Threshold / Coverage Depth
Deployed Dimensions
Floor to ground height
Floor to platform (250mm high)
Effective Ramp Width
Effective Ramp Length
Bevelled front edge to ramp
Ramp gradient / slope
Distance of ramp edge from vehicle
Safety features
Loading capacity
Hand rails on both sides of ramp
Slip resistant platform
Platform Edge barriers
Contrasted (highlighted) strips along ramp edge
External illumination for night boarding & alighting

30mm

4.6.3

25mm - 35mm

≤ 1400mm
≤ 1200mm
≤ 450mm

≥800mm
≥ 1300mm
≤ 10mm
o
≤
7
1:12 - 1:15
≤ 1800mm
≥ 300kg

50mm-75mm

Side Door Lifting Mechanism
Floor to ground travel range
Lifting capacity
Bi-directional loading capability
Lift firmly attached to the vehicle
Maximum safe working load information depicted
Installed Dimensions
Height
Width
Threshold / Coverage Depth
Deployed Dimensions
Effective Platform Width
Effective Platform Length
Platform Edge barriers
Short access ramp to platform
Provision of outer roll stop
Outer roll stop height
Provision of inner roll stop
Inner roll stop height
Locking devices on roll stops
Distance of outer platform edge from vehicle
Safety features
Lifting platform illumination when deploying / deployed
Audio buzzer when lift is being deployed
Audio & visual alarms for non-safe conditions
Hand rails on both sides of lifting platform
Slip resistant platform
Contrasted (highlighted) strips along platform edge
External illumination for night boarding & alighting
Priority Area
Effective available width
Effective manoeuvering length

≥ 750mm
≥ 300kg

≤ 1400mm
≤ 1200mm
≤ 450mm
≥800mm
≥ 1300mm
50mm-75mm

min 100mm
min 100mm
≤ 1800mm

Wheelchair manoeuvering space
Internal head clearance of occupied wheelchair
Priority seats
Seat colour
Fold-up Seats
Fold-up width/depth
Floor Covering colour
Non-slip floor covering
Wheelchair Backrest
Width of backrest
Height of base measured vertically from the floor
Height of top measured vertically from the floor

4.3.1(a)

750mm
≥1500mm
1500 x 1500
mm
≥1500mm
2 no
Red
2 no
Yellow

4.5.3.2.2
350-400mm
350-400mm
1460-1600mm

Two primary prototypes were developed, the main distinctions between them being the use of a manually
deployable ramp for Option 1, and the use of a hydraulically operated hoist for Option 2. Three lift options
included the Skyjack, Braun (USA) and Braun (Germany). The Braun (Germany) was selected for Option 2
as it provided the most robust and cost effective solution for the vehicle.

FEATURES OF THE ACCESSIBLE MINIBUS
Figure 5 reflects the internal configuration of the minibus.

Figure 5: Plan view of Mercedes Sprinter 515CDI modified for accessibility.(TFM Solutions, 2014)
There are 15 passenger seats with the wheelchair bay not in use, and 14 seats passenger seats with the
wheelchair bay in use. Two flip down seats are fitted to allow for passengers to be seated when the
wheelchair bay is not in use.
Entry to the vehicle is primarily through the front door, with the sliding door dedicated to the use of an
installed automatic hydraulic hoist. Both the front and the sliding door are remotely controlled by the driver.
This feature was included as it assists with passenger safety to ensure the driver does not need to leave his
seat to assist passengers to board the vehicle.
The wheel chair bay is a rear facing bay and is fitted with a double three point seat belt restraint system.
Passengers in wheelchairs, or with walkers or parents with strollers, board and alight the vehicle through the
sliding door. The driver remotely opens the sliding door, with an audible alarm indicating the door is open,
then deploys the hydraulic hoist which is fitted with flashing lights and warning alarm, together with the
necessary signage to indicate to the passenger that the hoist is in use. Once the passenger boards the hoist,
the driver then raises the hoist, allows the passenger to board, then stows the hoist before closing the door.
Various safety features, such as the hoist not deploying if the sliding door is closed, have been fitted to
ensure passenger safety.
Further, there are two ‘red’ priority seats located opposite the wheelchair bay for passengers with special
needs. Grab rails at the entry to vehicle and within the wheelchair bay are installed to ensure passengers are
able to board and alight the vehicle with relative ease. Request ‘stop’ buttons are located within easy reach in
the wheelchair bay and throughout the vehicle to allow for passengers to indicate when they would like to
alight the vehicle at their respective stop.

Seat hand-holds are colour contrasted in yellow, while the floor colour contrast is reflected in the wheelchair
bay and priority seat area to guide visually impaired passengers.
In addition, to aid the passenger prior to boarding the vehicle, an external variable message board is mounted
that displays the vehicle route number and description. There is also an internal variable message boards that
displays the next bus stop number and name to aid the passengers in determining when to alight the vehicle.
The fare management equipment is located within easy reach of both front and sliding door for easy
passenger use.
Figures 6-7 indicate the different features of the vehicle.

Figure 6: Deployed hoist

Figure 7: Priority seating

CONCLUSION
The modified Mercedes Sprinter 515CDI was accepted by the National Department of Transport, Director
for Universal Access as a vehicle that would provide a workable solution in providing universally accessible
transport in low density urban and rural areas, and rural areas where road conditions are not ideal for public
transport operations. It is particularly relevant to the provision of public transport services in low demand
and rural environments that, for the first time, will enable dignified accessibility and mobility options for
these communities. With the introduction of the minibus into the Go George fleet, the GIPTN will be moving
towards achievement of universal accessibility, a trend that will be continued with infrastructure design. The
George Municipality will continue to strive for a system that ensures that all members of the George
community can use safe, affordable and reliable public transport to access social, economic and employment
opportunities.
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